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Presentation Notes
David Novak – CEO of Yum BrandsLaura BushFuturist Jonah Berger



The 4 Key Words from SHRM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If I had a dollar for each time these terms were used, my wallet would be overflowing.What are these 4 wordsPlace on your template and take notes around itThis will be the structure of the presentation



Some background 

There has been a major shift 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Usually at this point I hand over to the tables and invite the groups to come up with some words – close is enough is good enoughBut this year is different – there has definitely been a major shift in thinking in terms of the role of HR



Key Message  

The L&D and HR 
industry is on the 

cusp of major 
disruption 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Came out loud and clear



We have seen it in other industries  

The emergence of Uber: what is the 
impact on the taxi industry? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do we call taxis in the same way?



LinkedIn: what is the impact on 
the recruitment industry?  

 



Activity Based Workspaces 

What impact on the corporate rental market? 



Some data: Technology and 
innovation will continue to 

advance   
 
 

Nearly half of all American jobs 
will be replaced by machines or 

software in the next decade. 
 

2 billion jobs will disappear by 
2030: that is about half of all the 

jobs on the planet. 



Sweeping transformation that we 
are not necessarily prepared for…. 

 Robotics are doing 
mechanical work 
Supercomputer 
Watson is using 
immense data in 

brain to diagnose and 
treat diseases. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 A little unsettlingDon't have to Be a futurist to see it coming.



New HR Technology 

• Software that is taking the admin out of HR 
• Nuts and bolts HR replaced by an app in the 

palm of our hands 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nuts and bolts hr will always be there, but everything in hr toolkit, technical is just a starting point and is the most vulnerable to change.  There is an app for everything in the palm of our hands.  But it what we know won't be enough, have to know how to build realtionships and put on the consulting hats to find people solutions and how well you udnerstand your business.  This is what business has been demanding from hr people for years.  



Companies say NO to having an 
HR Department 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304819004579489603299910562HR is seen as stifling innovation and so much can now be outsourced.



Think broadly of the role of HR 

We don’t want to be in a role that can be 
described an algorithm 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
.  The new new thing created is that average is officially over!  No longer applicable.  Every boss now has cheaper easier access to above average automation and above average cheap foreign genius. Can't jsut show up for your job now.  Some software will do above average so much faster.  That creates anxiety in labour force.  For journalists the world has changed dramatically.  So many more voices in the mix. New York Times now published in Chinese.You cannot jsut be average any more. Average is over.  Historically the labour market wanted creativity, collaboration and critical thinking.  And cannot be ours roiled or digitized.  Wanted to be non routine. Then another category of routine work and this is what is being crushed by the hero conencted world and robotics.  . Work that has to be done face to face is another tier.



2012 key words were: 

1. Innovation 
2. Culture 
3. Unconscious bias 
4. Leadership 
5. Role model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unconscious bias not mentioned onceRole model not mentioned at allA little on culture and innovation



2013 Key words were: 

1. Accountability 
2. Agility 
3. Innovation  
4. Skills Gap 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovation yes – agility yes, but skills gap not described any longer as a gap.  Accountability not mentioned once.



# 1 Key word 
Influence 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just in Hank Jackson’s address he used the word over 8 times in the space of 10 minutes.



Increasing HR’s influence in the 
workplace 

• Ability to persuade and influence makes you 
stand out as an HR professional. 

• Challenge we must meet to thrive in the 
future OR tech disruptions will make us 
obsolete! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tech disruptions that are on the way for hr professionals.  



We cannot be the barriers 

• We cannot be reactive and wait for 
invitations to contribute 

• We can generate and share ideas and not 
be bound by paperwork 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not outsiders to our profession.  We are the barriers.  If we want to be the best we can, we ahve to change our thinking.  Don't wait to contribute via an invitation.  That is our job.Let us transform ourslevrs inside the profession.It starts with us.Choices we have are to give up or disengage.  Found opportunities outside our comfort zone to build relationships.  One small doable step at a time.We can use the practical parts of job to help us be positioned as business leaders.  Find ways to start conversations about how what we do helps the business.Think of ways you an help to drive the business forward.  You can share ideas just as easily as you can process paperwork.



HR must increase our influence if we want 
to be seen as business leaders 

• Dan Pink - how much of 
our time we spend 
influencing others?   

• Read Professor Robert 
Cialdini 

• Develop and strengthen  
your influence muscle to 
become trusted 
advisors.   
 



Must have a voice in the future of 
our businesses.  

We need to speak for the human capital that 
powers our organisations.   
 
Because if we don't, who will? 

 



To be more influential, we need to 
project charisma 

How would you define charisma? 



Charisma  

• Charisma is one of the mystical, magical 
qualities that we all envy.  

• People often describe charismatic people as 
having a great presence. This is the 
foundation of charisma on which everything 
else rests. 

 



Charisma  

Do you believe that you are born charismatic  
 

OR 
 

Do you believe that charisma can be built and 
developed? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A table and b table – argue both.



Advice from Olivia Fox to become 
more charismatic and influential 

1. Focus on the sensation in your toes 
 

 When were not present there is a fair 
 chance that our facial expressions are for a 
 split second delayed and eyes glaze over.  
 
17 milliseconds to detect facial expressions….. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When they bring an influence expert to the conference, you know that influence is being taken very seriouslyAbility to stay aware of what is happening moment by moment. How many have been in a conversation where half your brain was present when you other half was off doing something else.. In congruence - something is not quite right.Focus on the sensation of your toes. If you can feel your mind wandering focus your attention on your body. Focus on toes. Gets you presence in the moment. 



2. Look deeply in to the colour 
patterns inside another person’s 

eyes  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look deeply at the colour patterns inside the other person's eyes. That can keep you captivated and give you deep soul searching eye contact. Just gazing into their eyes is not good enough. Your brain is a mission seeking machine, must give it something to doPattern recognition mode and keeps looking for more and more patternsPoker players wear glasses so opponents can't see what they're thinking



Let’s try it out! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In pairs with someone you don’t knowTalk about your weekend or something at work for 2 minutes.  No questions and no interruptions.  Focus on the eye patterns and if you feel your attention wandering focus on the sensation in your toes to pull you back in.The switch.



3. Get in to a state of empathy  

Tough conversations: 
 
Imagine the worst thing that could happen to a 
human being.  
Think of that for a few seconds to get the right 
body language. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Body language needs to be in the right state when you are entering a difficult conversations. Get into a state of empathy for that person. Imagine the worst thing that could happen to a human being. Think of that for a few seconds to get the right body language.Imagine whatever you can to imagine the people in the meeting fascinating - do it.



4. Do a body language audit 

The tailored suit, 
the fancy title and 
the large office do 
not indicate power 
if you are cowering 

and stuttering.  
 



Find a partner 
and provide 

feedback 

1. Think of the 
gorilla in the 
jungle 
 

Make yourself look 
bigger 
Claim the space 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stand up and shake it outGorilla in the jungle pounds their chest. Makes them look bigger. Alpha humans do the same thing. Sit in one chair, arm on another chair, foot up. Signals of claiming space.Nervous intern doesn't do that.



2. Stand like a military commander 
 
• Chest up 
• Chin level 
• Wide stance 
• Hands behind  

your back 
• Ditch the high  

heels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stand up like a military commander.Chest up chin up wide stance (stable) hands behind your back. You cannot wear heels if it takes concentration to be stableInhale and exhale. Feel how it feels in your bodyExpansive pose. Biochemistry - assertiveness up and anxiety downMind body connection. Change your biochemistryPlay chemist with your own brain



3. Put warmth first! 
Find that Duchene  

smile  



4. Avoid the self reassuring behaviours when 
you are nervous as they indicate a ‘lower 
status’ individual: 
 
No touching the hair 
No playing in the pockets 
No re-adjusting clothing 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self reassuring behaviours when you're nervous. Touching hair, adjusting glasses, playing with pockets and readjusting clothing. Nervous behaviours shown to higher status people. Sign of lower status individual. Worst curses of female body language, nodding. One is okay.More than that is over eager. 



5. Develop self compassion 
 
Greatest predictor of resilience in the face of 
failure: The Neff Scale 
 
http://www.self-compassion.org/test-your-self-
compassion-level.html 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Feeling of self doubt can be incredibly viscous. Neuroscientist at Stanford. When people call in sick they are physically absent. Mental absenteeism is worse. 80% of days locked in a dual with personal conflict.It is the leaders responsibility to destigmatise the imposter syndrome. They are the alphas. One of the tools is the awkward and uncomfortable subject of self compassion.Neff scale - best scale of self compassion proven year after year. What is self compassion a predictor of. They were able to predict people's level of resilience in the face of failureWhat strategies did people adopt. Use as a pre hiring strategy. Predict tendencies toward depression, how well they take feedback, how innovative they are.

http://www.self-compassion.org/test-your-self-compassion-level.html
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For women only 

• No “good little girl” pose: Tilt 
head and clasp hands.  

• It is all in the chin! Up is 
arrogant. Down a couple to 
degrees makes you feel more 
important and intelligent. 

• The nodding act 
 
 
 



Present a key message 

OR talk as though you are in a meeting 
Receive feedback on your body language 



Final reminder: 

The MIT experiment: 
 
Predicted the outcome of business pitches, sales 
and negotiation sessions by observing body 
language and voice fluctuations 
 

87% accuracy! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MIT  could predict outcomes of business pitches, negotiations and sales pitches by analysing voice fluctuations and body language. 87% of the time.Content is only 13%



#2 Keyword 
Change agent  

We are business people who happen to be HR 
experts! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is another spin on things



The world has shifted from 
interconnected to Hyper-

connected 
The world’s plumbing and wiring has undergone 
massive changes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One day, when the next generation looks back, What was the most nb thing that happened in early twentieth century - biggest thing to happen was merger of globalisation and the it revolution. The world is now hyper conencted.  The worlds plumbing and wiring underwent a fundamental change.  We are moving from interconnected to hyper connected.  This is what is forcing so much change. We are all living it.



Where we have come from in the 
past 5 years….. 

Social used to be something we did to boost 
morale 
 
 

Now – it is an entire strategy to engage people 
anywhere, any time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we first started in business, social was soemthing we did to boost moral.  Now it is an entire strategy to engage people anywhere and any time.  Home office now has a very different meaning, all of thse are dramatic changes.  It used to be a bad thing to ahve your head in the clouds, now everything in the cloud.



4g was a parking 
place 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
..  Skype was a typographical error. Twitter was a sound.  Clouds were in the sky.



Twitter was a sound 
 



Clouds were in the sky 
 



Applications were 
what you sent to 

college 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In last 7 years so much more has happened.  We can as individuals dowload and send content with greater volume.  Now crowd finding and crowd innovating,  ability to search went from google to big data.  Each aare has exploded exponentially.Hyper connecting in the world.3G is now on Mount Everest.  That is the hyper conencted world.Now artificial intelligence voices deal with customer issues.  Entire interaction with artificial intelligence.  There is a job gone.Lawyers work being given to technology.  Software can subsite for white collar cognitive skills.  Robots as milking cows.  That is the trend coming to manufacturing jobs.14 percent of teams at google never went to colelge.  Google only cares what you can do with what you know.  They don't care how you learnt it and whether you did it online. And google only pays for what you can o with what you know.Interdependent world will be great for consumers.Global choices and tailored FOR me.Will be able to download from the cloud. 



The future is 
already 

here 
And it is disrupting the 
status quo AND there is 

only more change to 
come. 

 



The human workforce is getting a 
promotion 

• Dangerous and routine jobs are outsourced or 
tech solutions are being invented 

• Create new roles for the future by finding the 
skills for the future 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With robots taking on dangerous and routine work, people are freed up to mange others.  The human workforce is getting a promotion.  To newer higher level jobs if hr handles this right.Hr profession we are the one to prepare people for jobs of future through re skilling and up skilling and find the skills for the future.  We know how to build the right culture and a company of team players at high level.



All the things you thought were fixed 
can be changed. 



Up to us to market the changes 
well! 

We need to ensure that our ideas are contagious 
We want to diffuse our ideas in the organisation.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lists of different people have to get the mesage.  Ave to depend employee engagement and strengthen org culture.  We want to do this with our ideas.



Which is tastier? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know we should eat broccoli and still the burger beckons and when we are tired or tough day and burger calls out, I am tasty, eat me.Macdonalds has spent millions to find exactly how fries shuld taste for our pallet.



Engineer our messages to make 
them ‘tastier’ 

 

Are they crafted like a broccoli or like 
a hamburger? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How tasty are messages?  What we want to catch on.  Are they crafted like broccoli or like a burger?  False messages sometimes become succesful.  Why is the false stuff succeeding more than the true stuff.



Ideation – what can you do to 
make some of your new ideas / 
messages / insights contagious? 

 



The keys according to Jonah 
Berger 

Word of mouth trumps traditional advertising 
How can you ensure that your messages go 
viral? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Word of mouth is mode impactful than traditional advertising.Not coming from a friend or colleague.  Dollar spent on word of mouth goes ten items as far than traditional advertising. 



Some tips: 
1. Make people feel special, as 

though they are insiders 
 

How did 
Beyonce 

release her 
latest album? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What can you guess about Carla in the minivan.You amke inferencesChoices we make do make inferences.How we dress does have an impact on what people think of you.  People do make assumptions.People want to share info that make them look good.  It is a signal of identity.  It is a signal of who we are.Make people feel like insiders, like they are special.  Beyoncé released her album on line with no advertising. Macdonalds. Mcrib only released at certain times.  There is a website of the Mcrib locator.  Made people feel,special that they had info that no one else had access to.Not everyone has this info but I want to share it.Invitation, you are special and want you to attend.  Been a lot of demand and you can invite one person to come along.In and out has a secret menu. It feels special.  Make them feel that they are not like everyone else.Find the inner remarkability.  Find the novel, the surprising, the interesting.200 million views for a video about blenders.  A very mundane thing in the world.  Haven't thought about blenders in years.  People started talking about blenders.Visit willitblend.Show people rather than tell peoplePeople won't act on our mesage if we just tell them.Not enough to tell people.Show them.Drink less soda.  Video.Show people how much weight we can gain.  Show in a visual and concept way.Triggers.Hardest to apply.Hump day advert. Happier than a camel on Wednesday.Second most shared last year.  Of all adverts and it is an insurance advert.Not that funny.  Why is this one doing one.Spikes on Wednesday.Top of mind means that it is tip of tongue.Whether they think about our message or not.Music in store changed whether idea was top of mind.  German or French beer.People talk about Cheerios in the morning.When you do them, they are top of mind.This is why Cheerios gets more word of mouth,When people go to disney they talk about it.  But don't go a lot and so not top of mind a lotPeanut butter - and ....Peanut butter is a sort of advert for jelly.  Like best friends.What is your peanut bar?? What will remind people to do what they have to do.  The environment will do the reminding for you.Think about coffee and kit kat.  A good trigger to link yourself to.What is the mci trigger that we can link ourselves to?People must be triggered at the right timeNot at the checkout to remember the recyclable bags.If .... Then .....Every time they think about x, you want them to think about y.EmotionDog story went to third degree of separation.Would not have worked for a couch.When we care we share.The more,engaged we are with the people and things, the more we tell others.Information and facts don't engage people.  Can even do it with technical information.Google advert that is very emotional.On line search is not usually emotional.More Likely to share if they care.We share posiitve emotions.Nasty things don't always get passed along.  Although Dell hell - negative experiences with dell.More emotions more likely to share.Anger and anxiety makes people more likely to share.What do we do when we are sad vs what we do when we are angry.When we are angry, we want to take an action.  With a negative customer experience we want to tell someoneEmotions that give high around all.mmexcitemnent humor aweAnger and anxiety.That is what peole are more likely to pass along.Cannot just feel good.  Contentment does not get passed along. It needs to be wow to share.Zappos as an example of creating wow.  Have to be amazed at the experience.Workplace rumors circulate then they are angry or anxious.What emotions must we use to get our mesages acrossWe can do it for all our mesagesPublicJust say no campaign to drugsKids need to be ready to say no to the drugs.  The efficacy of the drug campaigns.  People were not less likely to use drugs.  People were more likely to use drugs.  Saying that other people were doing drugs.  Monkey see and monkey do.  People have no idea how many other people are doing it.  Make it more observable.  If it is built to show, it is built to grow.If one stands up in the front to applaud, others stand up.Social proof.Have to find a place to find a spot to eat in a foreign city.Find a place with lots of people.  It therefore must be good.We look to,others.  If we can't see inside, we don't go in.There must be a front window.  How do we make the private public and more concrete.  Harder to see and harder to imitate.Put up numbers of people who are studying.We don't know if things are worth doing.  We want to see other people doing.Maybe worth me trying it as well.  Have to know if others are doing it.Get a sticker to know you are an organ donor.  9 out of 10 people pay their taxes on time.Point to all the people who are doing it, more likely to,do it themselves.Practical value.Useful info.Ken and corn viral video.Useful information.More job finding tipsUseful info.Lists as easy way of digesting info.More likely to take action off 25 percent off.Rather than five dollars.Make your numbers impactful - dollar amount off.Our info is ultimately like this.  Did you know that subway has five subs under five grams of fat.Rather the story of the chap who,loses all,the weight by eating the brand all the time.  The message can be hidden inside the story.A Trojan horse story is actually embedded.  A vessel for info.  Tell a story they will,stay tuned to the story.  The moral that is hidden inside the story.  Mesage as part of the story.  More emotion in to our mci stories for assessment.Panda cheese.See advertsNever say no to pandaNever say no to hr.Never say no to your mentor.



2. Trigger the 
novel, the 
surprising  

Blenders, the most 
mundane and 
unusual objects,  
have had a 
rejuvenation! 
https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=GAuh
UTzNwiY 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No excuses to not make things more interesting and more exciting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAuhUTzNwiY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAuhUTzNwiY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAuhUTzNwiY


3. Top of mind means it is on the 
tip of your tongue  

 
Watch this insurance advert – it is the second 
most shared advert of the past year AND it 
spikes on a Wednesday…. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWBhP0EQ
1lA 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hump day advert. Happier than a camel on Wednesday.Second most shared last year.  Of all adverts and it is an insurance advert.Not that funny.  Why is this one doing one.Spikes on Wednesday.Top of mind means that it is tip of tongue.Whether they think about our message or not.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWBhP0EQ1lA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWBhP0EQ1lA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWBhP0EQ1lA


3. Emotion  

Show people rather 
than tell people – 
or they won’t act 
on the message 
Make it visual! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show people rather than tell peoplePeople won't act on our mesage if we just tell them.Not enough to tell people.Show them.Drink less soda.  Video.Show people how much weight we can gain.  Show in a visual and concept way.Triggers.Hardest to apply.Hump day advert. Happier than a camel on Wednesday.Second most shared last year.  Of all adverts and it is an insurance advert.Not that funny.  Why is this one doing one.Spikes on Wednesday.Top of mind means that it is tip of tongue.Whether they think about our message or not.Music in store changed whether idea was top of mind.  German or French beer.People talk about Cheerios in the morning.When you do them, they are top of mind.This is why Cheerios gets more word of mouth,When people go to disney they talk about it.  But don't go a lot and so not top of mind a lotPeanut butter - and ....Peanut butter is a sort of advert for jelly.  Like best friends.



4. Remember the importance of 
social proof! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social proof.Have to find a place to find a spot to eat in a foreign city.Find a place with lots of people.  It therefore must be good.We look to,others.  If we can't see inside, we don't go in.



Back to the drawing board! 
What can you do to make ideas 

contagious? 



#3 Keyword: 
Empathy 

 
How can you create changes 

unless you have empathy with 
team members and their 

managers? 



Who are our stakeholders?   
Apply the principles of design thinking = human 
centred design 



Draw my necklace 

It is black  
It is round 
It has black beads on it 
It is kind of funky….. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show your picture around the tableDo any 2 pictures look the same?Understanding what is in other people’s heads is so important – there is always so much interpretation and so many assumptions are made



 



The empathy map – one of the 
tools of design thinking 

Great way to synthesise what hear about other 
people's stories: 

– what did you hear people say?   
– What did they do? 
– what were they thinking?  What was on their 

mind? 
– What did they feel? 

 
 



Do an empathy map of your 
internal clients 

STEP 1 – Complete the map based on your 
assumptions and understanding 
 
STEP 2 – Check your assumptions and 
understandings via conversations, surveys, 
interviews, meetings, feedback forums 
 



Stay in empathy land 

• Don’t problem solve at this 
stage 

• Just gather information even if 
it is uncomfortable 

• Think of all the facets of the 
‘diamond’ 

• You are not designing solutions 
for yourself – you are designing 
for other people 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
empathy map is not a time to solve problems even if we see the problems.Dont lose the solutions that you come up with but stay in empathy land.how do you see things from other people's point of view.  i am not designing for me - i am designing for other people.Make it part of the homework to go and interview people in the organisation using the empathy map to gather insightsFrame - now gather opportunities.  Explore our user's needs.  there can be discomfort here.  Look at a diamond from different facets.  how do we understand user's needs so that we can understand where to focus.



Keyword #4 
Play 

No play = no creativity = no innovation 



Play creates energy 

• Sets the tone for no right or wrong in the 
ideation phase 

• No culture of blame = more risks in setting out 
ideas 

• Removes barriers 
• Collaboration happens 

 



Always be in BETA mode! 

Date an idea… don’t marry it 
You might need to change it before you reach 
the alter 



Think on our feet 

INPROVISATION!!! 



Our laser-like focus on bringing 
new and innovative ideas to the 

table  
We can create 
We can problem solve 
We can use critical thinking skills 
We can collaborate 
 

No robot can ever replicate that! 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a profession hr must have a laser like focus on people and live up to our name as never before.Drucker - first to use the term human resources.  Every business needs people.  Technology is atrqricge as gets things done faster.  Take a cue from the tehcnolgy and we need to,upgrade ourselves.  Develop our skills and knwledge to create more value in the org that no robot can reproduce. It is enough any more to say that I am no. Routine,  have to be creative and adaptable non routine.  You have to find your extra and your unique value contribution.  And why you should advance and be promoted every year.  You bring something extra.  You will have to invent a job and not find a job.To stay and rise in jobs you will have to reinvent your career and skills so many more times than we ever did.  In the blink f an eye, the high wage middle skilled job has disappeared.  What it means for education.  We have to bring people beyond average.  Even if you graduate from high school, it won't be enough.   You have to graduate innovation ready. We have to bring ourselves to the global heights.  Creativity, critical thinking collaboration.



Additional Messages 



Move out of your comfort 
zone 

Aim to do things that stretch you 
more 

How will you otherwise be ready to 
step up? 



Dream big and 
focus small 

• Have big dreams but 
focus on day to day to 
get you to your ultimate 
goal. 

• When you reach 
destination, it does not 
always look exactly as 
you thought it would….. 
 



Only unlimited resource we have 
is human potential 

• HR unleashes that potential.   
• Prepare our workforce to meet the future 

head on!  
 

And then  we will live up to our name as 
never before…. 

 



Be careful 

Saying no can become a habit.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Venture out of comfort zone and try something different



All do now live in a world where 
we need to be above average 

Stay hungry!  
Take pride!  

IQ is trumped by passion! 



 
mci.edu.au

blog.mci.edu.au

youtube.com/MgmtCnsltIntl

twitter.com/denisemeyerson

Search: Management Consultancy International

linkedin.com/in/denisemeyerson
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